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LIOUVILLE THEOREMS, PARTIAL REGULARITY

AND HOLDER CONTINUITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS

TO QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS
BY

MICHAEL MEIER

Abstract. This paper describes the connections between Liouville type theorems

and interior regularity results for bounded weak solutions of quasilinear elliptic

systems with quadratic growth. It is shown that equivalence does in general hold

only in some restricted sense. A complete correspondence can be established in

certain cases, e.g. for small solutions and for minima of quadratic variational

integrals.

0. Introduction. Several years ago, Frehse [3,2] pointed out that " the experience in

the theory of elliptic equations suggests that regularity theorems hold for those types

of equations for which a Liouville theorem is true". This conjecture was later on

verified by Giaquinta-Necas [8] and by Kawohl [14], in the case of elliptic systems

with right-hand side depending linearly upon the derivatives,

(0.1) -Da{a^(x,u)Dßuk) = cfk(x,u)Dßuk       (i = 1.N).

More precisely, Kawohl [14] proved that every bounded weak solution u of (0.1) in

some open domain ß c R" is Holder continuous if and only if the principal part of

the system has the "Liouville property"; i.e. if for every x0 g ñ any bounded entire

solution a0 g H{Xoc n LX(R", RN) of the system

-Da(aff(x0, «o)Dßuk) = 0       (i = l,...,/v)

has to be a constant vector. In addition, it was shown that the Liouville property

implies local a priori bounds for the Holder norms of the bounded weak solutions of

(0.1).
Our paper deals with the corresponding problem for quasilinear elliptic systems of

the form

(0.2) -Da(a,f(x,a)Zy/)=/'(x,a,va)       (i = \,...,N),

the right-hand side of which grows quadratically with respect to Va. In particular,

we shall treat the case when f'(x, a, vu) = b"kß,(x, u)DaukDBu', b"kß, and afkß being
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bounded continuous coefficients. It is worth noting that this structure includes the

Euler equations of quadratic multiple integrals

(0.3) fafkß(x,u)DauiDßukdx.
il

As has already been observed by various authors, Liouville type theorems and

regularity results for such systems can often be obtained under essentially the same

assumptions and by similar methods of proof (cf. Hildebrandt and Widman [11] and

Meier [16,17]).1 Some of these connections are explained by a remark due to Ivert

[12] who showed, by using a blow-down argument, that certain a priori bounds for

the modulus of continuity of bounded weak solutions of (0.2) imply Liouville

theorems.

It turns out, however, that there are even two-dimensional systems of the form

(0.2) for which a Liouville theorem holds and which also possess discontinuous

bounded solutions. An example is given in §2 below.

On the other hand, we prove that a Liouville property for (0.2) implies the Holder

continuity of those bounded weak solutions which belong to the Sobolev class

H2+eXoc for some e > 0 and whose gradients satisfy a reverse Holder inequality

(Theorem 3). Furthermore, if there exists a nonconstant, bounded entire solution

satisfying a reverse Holder inequality at infinity, we shall construct also a discon-

tinuous solution of the same system (Theorem 4). As a corollary, one obtains the

complete correspondence between Liouville theorems and regularity theorems in the

cases where partial regularity results for (0.2) have been established by Giaquinta

andGiusti(cf.[4,5]).

The proofs of the theorems rest upon a blow-up and blow-down argument similar

to [8,14]. In order to carry over the method to systems (0.2) with quadratically

growing nonlinearity, one must, in addition, verify the strong H\-convergence of a

weakly convergent sequence of blown-up functions. A main purpose of our paper is

to demonstrate how this improved convergence property can be deduced from local

TT2+£-bounds for the solutions of (0.2).

The results concerning quasilinear systems are presented in §4, while §3 deals with

the equivalence of Liouville theorems and regularity theorems for bounded local

minima of (nondifferentiable) quadratic functionals (0.3). Here we make use of

various estimates which are essentially contained in recent papers by Giaquinta and

Giusti (cf. [6,7]). The problem of showing strong 77] -convergence does not arise in

this context, since one can apply the same weak lower semicontinuity argument as in

[7]. On the other hand, §3 already displays some basic aspects and techniques that

will be important in §4.

1. Notations. In the sequel, let ß be a bounded open domain in the «-dimensional

Euclidean space R" of points x = (x1,... ,x"), n > 2. The open ball in R" with center

x0 and radius 7? will be denoted by 77fi(x0), and BR = BR(0). For any open set

1 For a different class of elliptic systems, this fact was also pointed out in [15].
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D c R", Lq(D,RN) is the usual Lebesgue class of functions a = (^(x),.. .,uN(x))

with finite norm

II«II,,d=(/|«I,<&) ifKa<oo,

IMIoo.o = esssup|a(x)|      if g =00.

By H^(D,RN) we denote the Sobolev space of Revalued functions a g Lq(D,RN)

possessing a weak gradient Va g Lq(D,R"N), and Dau' stands for the partial

derivative 3a'/3x° (a = 1,. ..,«;/ = 1,... ,/V). Hq C(D, RN) consists of all functions

a g Hq(D,RN) with compact support in D, while Hq(D,RN) is the closure of

H¡C(D,RN) in T/^AR"). Finally, a function a belongs to 77^(7), R") if a g

Hq(D',RN) for every bounded subdomain D' whose closure 7)' is contained in D

(fl'CCfl).

If a G L1(77R(x0),R'v), we set

■f        udx =--.—r /        a ax.
^(.vo) meas77R(x0)^(.vo)

Occasionally, this mean value is also abbreviated by UR. We shall not distinguish

between a function u g ¿¡(D, Rn) and its various representatives. For instance,

x0 G D is called a Lebesgue point of a if there exists a function a: 7) -> RN

coinciding with a almost everywhere on D and satisfying

lim-f       \ü(x) - ü(xQ)\dx = 0.
P-0 •'»(*„)

Note, in particular, that in the case a g Lx(D, Rn) the condition

lim -f \u(x) -a \2dx = 0

holds for every Lebesgue point x0 g D of a.

Throughout the paper, we use the Einstein summation convention: Repeated

Latin indices /, k, I,... are to be summed from 1 to N, repeated Greek indices

a, ß,... from 1 toa.

2. Example. The example presented here is a modification of a counterexample

due to Frehse [1]. Among others, it will be shown that elliptic systems for which a

Liouville theorem holds may at the same time possess discontinuous bounded weak

solutions.

Let« > 2, and for x = (xl,...,x") set r = ((x1)2 + (x2)2)1/2. On S2 = {x g R":

|x| < exp(-2)} we define the function

(2.1) a(x) = (aHx), a2(x)) = (sin(log|logr|), cos(log|logr|)),

which belongs to the class 77] n LX(Q,R2) and which is a weak solution of the

system

/„> .   1      2(a1 + «2),      ,,        .   ,     2(a2-u1),       ,
(2.2) -An'=   \        /| Va]2,    -Au2=   \ ' \Vu\2

1 + a 1 + \u\~
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(cf. [1]). By adding and subtracting the equations in (2.2), we infer that

-A(a> + a2) = -^-|Va|2 =:fl(u, Va),
l + |a|2'

(2-3) V
-A(a2 - a1) = -^—\vu\2 =:f2(u,Vu).

1 + |a|2

The system (2.3) can be rewritten in the form

(2.4) -Da(a?ßDßuk) =/'(a, Va)       (i = 1,2),

where

10      ifa^ß,

(2.5) af = \1       if a = ß and 1 < / < k < 2,
(-1    ifct = j8,i = 2andifc = l.

An easy computation yields that afkß^ß = |£|2 for any | g R2". Moreover, the

right-hand side/ = (fl, f2) in (2.3), (2.4) is a real analytic function of its arguments

and satisfies the inequalities

(2.6) |/(a,Va)|<2|va|2,

(2.7) a-/(a,Va)<0.

The one-sided condition (2.7) implies that in the case « = 2 a Liouville theorem

holds for the system (2.4) (cf. Meier [16, Theorem 4], for an even more general

result). On the other hand, we have seen that the function a defined by (2.1) is a

discontinuous weak solution of (2.4) in fl. Let us point out some other striking

consequences of our example.

By multiplying a with a cut-off function r/ e C(°°(fl), ij = 1 on 771/9(0), one

obtains a discontinuous weak solution v = (v1, v2) G 77] (~) Lx(iï,R2) of the system

(2.8) -Da(a°k%vk)=f'(v,vv) + g'(x)       (i = 1,2),

where g' g Lx(Q) are suitably defined.

If « = 2, there exists also a Holder continuous weak solution of (2.8) with zero

boundary values on 3fl. This follows from a result due to Frehse [3], taking into

account that a°f are constant coefficients and that the one-sided condition (2.7)

holds. Surprisingly, the situation is quite different in the case of two-dimensional

elliptic systems with diagonal principal part, where a one-sided condition implies the

Holder continuity of all bounded weak solutions in 77] (cf. Wiegner [19]).

As a final remark, we mention that Giaquinta and Giusti [5] have proved a

theorem of Meyers-Elcrat type (cf. [18]) for small solutions of systems with quadratic

growth. The above example shows the impossiblity of replacing this smallness

assumption by a one-sided condition (2.7) (see also §4). In fact, the solution a of

(2.4) does not belong to the class 77]+£]oc(fl, R2) for e > 0 (« > 2).

3. Local minima of quadratic multiple integrals. In this section, we are concerned

with local minimum points of quadratic multiple integrals

(3.1) F(a, fl) = (af£(x, u)Dau'Dßuk dx,
Jo
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where a"kß(x, u) are bounded continuous functions on fl x R^ satisfying the elliptic-

ity condition

(3.2) a,f(x, a) ¿U/s > Al£l2   for any £ g R"* and some A > 0.

A function a is called a local minimum of F in fl if a g T7]loc(fl, R^) and if

F(a,S(</>))<F(a + <i>,S(<f>))

holds for any function <f> g T/](fl, RN) with compact support S(<¡>) in fl. Moreover,

let x0 g fl and BR be an arbitrary ball in R". Then we define the integral

(3-3) FXo(u, BR) = ( afk (x0, u)Dau'Dßuk dx.
JBR

A function a0 g 77]1oc(R", R^) is called an entire local minimum of Fx if a0 is a local

minimum of Fx in every ball BR c R". Finally, we say that F has the Liouville

property in x0 g fl if any bounded entire local minimum of Fx is necessarily a

constant vector.

The following theorems state that for bounded local minima of (3.1) the Liouville

property is equivalent to a regularity result.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the coefficients afkß(x, a) satisfy the conditions above, and

that F has the Liouville property in all points o/fl. Ifu is a bounded local minimum of F

in fl then u g C°(ß, R^) for any a < 1. Moreover, the a-Holder norm of a on every

interior subdomain fl' c c fl can be estimated by an expression depending only on

n, N, afkß, a, the essential maximum of\u\, and on the distance from fl' to the boundary

o/fl.

Theorem 2. Suppose that F does not have the Liouville property in some point

x0 g fl. Then there exists a bounded entire local minimum a0 of Fx with the property

that x0 is not a Lebesgue point ofu0. In particular, a0 is discontinuous in x0.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let fl' c c fl be fixed and set R = \ dist(fl', 3fl). We shall

show that for every o > 0 there exists a radius ps, 0 < ps < R, depending only on

«, TV, aff, \\u\\xQ, and on 8, such that

(3.4) p2'"(     \vu\2dx<8
JB„(x)

holds for any x g fl' and any p < ps. The assertion then follows as in [6], in

particular, since inequality (5.11) of [6] is also valid in the case when the coefficients

a"/ are not uniformly continuous and a G LX(Q,RN). In order to verify that the

C-estimate obtained in this way does not depend upon the Dirichlet integral of a,

one may use the inequality

(3.5) (      \Vu\2dx^C0in,N,^)R-2(       \u - u2R\2 dx
JBk{x) \ A / JB2ii(x)

^ C0R"-2\\u\\lM

for x G fl' (see [6, estimate (4.4)]). Here, A > 0 is an upper bound for |a"/|, and u2R

denotes the mean value of a on 772if(x).
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We prove (3.4) by contradiction, assuming that for some Ô > 0 there exist points

x„ G fl', radii p„ < R, pv -* 0 as v -> oo, and local minima a'"' of F in fl whose

LK -norms on fl are uniformly bounded by a constant M > 0 such that

(3.6) p2p-"(      \vu(v)\2dx>8>0   forallre {1,2,...}.

Without loss of generality we can also assume that x„ -> x0 = 0 g fl' as v -* oo.

Then the blown-up functions

(3.7) ur(x) ««<"(*, +ft*)

are local minima of the integrals

(3.8) F'(u,) = (       a${x, + pvx, uv)Dau\Dßuk dx

JB1RfSS)

in B2K = B2R (0), where R, = Rp;\

Now let 7? > 0 be fixed and let v0 = v0(R) be determined in such a way that

7?„ ̂  R for v > v0. By assumption, we have |a„| ^ M on T72/(, whence an estimate

similar to (3.5) yields the uniform boundedness of the Dirichlet integrals fB\ Vw„|2 dx

(v ^ p0). Thus, there exists a subsequence of {uv} (again denoted by {a,}) such that

{uv)v>v0(R) converges weakly in T7] (BR,RN), strongly in L2(BR,RN), and pointwise

almost everywhere on BR for any 7? > 0. Obviously, the limit function a0 belongs to

the class 77]loc n Lx (R",R/V). In order to show that a0 is an entire local minimum

of F0, we first note that for fixed R > 0 the coefficients afkß(xv + p„x, w), v ^ v0(R),

converge to a°f (0, w) as »» -> oo (uniformly on bounded subsets of BR X RN), by the

continuity of afkß(x, w).

From the first part of the proof of Lemma 1 in [7], which rests upon uniform

(local) T7]+E-bounds for the minima a„ combined with a weak lower semicontinuity

result, we thus infer that a0 is a bounded local minimum of F0 in 77^(0) for any

7? > 0.

The Liouville property now implies that a0 is a constant vector. Moreover, since

a'"* minimizes F locally in B2R(xv), we obtain

(3.9) p2~"(       | va<"'|2 dx < C0f «, TV, Ak"( l«^ - «0|2 ̂
■'»„(Jt,) \ A I        JB2Pr(x„)

= C0(     \u„-uQ\2dx
JB2(0)

(see also (3.5)), where the second integral has been transformed according to (3.7).

As v tends to infinity, the right-hand side of (3.9) converges to zero, whence we

arrive at a contradiction to our assumption (3.6). This concludes the proof of

Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. By hypothesis, there exists a bounded entire local mini-

mum a g H2\l0C(R",RN) of Fx which is not a constant vector. Let M be an upper

bound for |a| on R", and assume without loss of generality that x0 = 0. We shall
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construct a singular minimum a0 by a blow-down procedure. For this purpose, we

consider the functions

(3.10) u„(x) = u(vx),       v = \,2,...,

which are uniformly bounded entire local minima of F = F0. The same reasoning

as above yields that a subsequence of uv converges on every ball BR = T7R(0) weakly

in H\, strongly in L2, and pointwise almost everywhere to a bounded entire local

minimum a0 of F0. Denoting the mean value of a0 on T72p by S02p and taking the

estimate (3.5) into account, we thus obtain

(3.11) p-"(  \u0-Go:2\2dx>]immf(vp)~"(   \u-û02\2dx

1 2-    C
> — liminf(i'p)    " /   \Vu\2dx   foranyp>0.

From this the assertion of Theorem 2 follows once we have shown that

(3.12) liminf R2~" ( | Va|2 dx > 0.
R - oo •/BÄ

For fixed 7? > 0, let v g H2(Br, Rn) be the solution of the variational problem

( afkß(0, ü0R)Dav'Dßvk dx -» min,       v - a g H¡(Br,Rn).
JBR

On account of the maximum principle (cf. [5, Lemma 1.3]),

(3.13) \v\^CxM   onBR,

where C, ^ 1 is a constant depending only on n, N, and A/X. Moreover, since the

coefficients a,a/(0, w) are bounded on R*' and uniformly continuous on {w g R^:

|w| «s CXM), there exists a bounded, continuous, increasing, concave function

a: R+-> R+ satisfying co(0) = 0 such that

(3.14) Kf(0,Wl)-u,f(0,W2)| < <o(K - w2|2)    ifK|,K| < CXM.

By virtue of (3.13), (3.14), the (slightly modified) calculations in [6, pp. 39-41] yield

the estimate

(3.15) f \Vu\2dx^cM^y +  ulc3R2'nf \Vu\2dx\ \f\Vu\2dx

for any p < R with positive constants C2,C3, and £ independent of p and R.

Now let t = 1/2C2 ( < 1) and choose 8 > 0 in such a way that

(3.16) [w(C3S)]f/(2+f)<T".

Since a is not constant on R", the function $(p) = p2~"}B | Va|2 dx takes a positive

value 0(7?!) for some Rx > 0. If 7? > 7^ and $(7<) < 5, wé infer from (3.15) that

*(tä) < C2{t2 +[co(C3$(7?))]f/(2+f)T2"}$(7?)

< 2C2t20(7?) < t$(7<) < í>(7?),
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whence by iteration $(TmR) ^ 0(7?) (m = 1,2,...). One easily sees that in this case

0(7?) > t" 2$(Rx). Therefore, the estimate

(3.17) ®(R)^min{8,T"-2<&(Rx)} >0

holds for any 7? > Rx. In particular, (3.12) follows, and Theorem 2 is completely

proved.

4. Quasilinear elliptic systems. Let us consider second-order quasilinear elliptic

systems of the form

(4.1)    -Da(aff(x, u)Dßuk) = bff,(x, u)DaukDßu' + g,(x)       (i = l,...,N),

where a ff and bff¡ are bounded continuous coefficients on fl X R" satisfying

aff (x, u)?Jt > \\èI2,   Kf(x,a)|<A,

(4-2) / " r i2\1/2

E M(*,«W      <H£l2

for every f eR"" with positive constants X, A and p. Moreover, suppose that

(4.3) g=(gl,...,gjGL„(fl,R")    for somep>n/2,\\g\\pM^G.

A function a is called a bounded weak solution of (4.1) in fl if a g 77] n Lœ(iï, RN)

and if

(4.4) / {aff(x, u)DßukDj>' - bff,(x, u)DaukDßu<<¡>' - g¡(x)<¡>'} dx = 0

holds for any test vector <¡> g T7]c n /^(fljR^). Moreover, we say that a0 is a

bounded entire weak solution of the system

(4.1),,   -Da{aff(x0,u0)Dßuk) = bff(x0, u0)DaukDßu'0       (i = l,...,N),

x0 g fl, if a0 g 77]loc n L00(R",RAr) and if a0 is a weak solution of (4.1)x in every

ball BR c R".

Definition. Let M > 0 and e > 0 be arbitrary.

(i) The system (4.1) has the M-restricted Liouville property in x0 g fl if and only if

any bounded entire weak solution a0 of (4.1) with ||k0IIoo,r" < M is necessarily a

constant vector.

(ii) The system (4.1) is said to have the (M, i)-restricted Liouville property in

x0 g fl if any bounded entire weak solution a0 of (4.1).,. satisfying ||m0IIooR" ^ M

and, in addition,

/ \V(2 + e) / \ 1/2

(4.5) U       |v«ol2+e<fr ^^if        \Vu0\2dx)      ^y.R-1
\JBR(x0) j \JB2R(x0) j

for sufficiently large radii R > 0 (with positive constants y,, y2 independent of 7?)

has to be a constant vector.

Obviously, the M-restricted Liouville property implies the ( M, e)-restricted Liou-

ville property. We may now state our main results.
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Theorem 3. Suppose that the coefficients aff and bff¡ of the system (4.1) are

bounded and continuous, and that (4.2), (4.3) hold. Let u g 77]+cloc(fl, RN), 2 < 2 + e

^ 2p, be a bounded weak solution o/(4.1) in fl satisfying \u\ < M and

I \1/2
(4.6) U  \vu\2dx\      ^KxP-\

I ,1/(2+*) // \ 1/2        / \l/(2+«h

(4.7) U\vu\2+Cdx\ ^K2IU  \vu\2dx\     + U |g|(2+E)/2a-x

for any ball 774p = T74p(x) c fl with p < p0 < 1.

T/?«e system (4.1) «as f«e (M, e)-restricted Liouville property in in all pointts of Q,

then u G C^R^/or any a < min(l,2 - n/p). Moreover, the a-Hólder norm of u

on every interior subdomain fl' c c fl can be estimated in terms of n, N, aff, bffh

a, p, G, M, e, Kx, K2, p0, and the distance from fl' to the boundary o/fl.

Corollary 1. Assume that the conditions (4.2), (4.3) hold and that u is a bounded

weak solution o/(4.1) in fl satisfying \u\ < M with

(4.8) 2pM<X.

If the system (4.1) has the M-restricted Liouville property in all points of fl then

u G C°(fl, R^) for any a < min(l, 2 - n/p). Moreover, one obtains local bounds for

the Holder norms of u depending on u and g only via the quantities M, p and G.

Theorem 4. Assume that in some point x0 g fl the system (4.1) does not have the

(M, e)-restricted Liouville property. Then there exists a bounded entire weak solution u0

o/(4.1)x with the properties that \u0\ < M on R" and that x0 is not a Lebesgue point of

u0. In particular, u0 is discontinuous in x0.

Corollary 2. Suppose that the system (4.1) possesses a bounded entire weak

solution u which is not constant on R". If\u\ < M and

(4.8) 2¡xM<X,

then there also exists a bounded entire weak solution u0 o/(4.1)x, |a0| < M, for which

x0 is not a Lebesgue point. Moreover, u0 can be obtained from u by a blow-down

procedure.

Remarks, (a) The estimate (4.6) is satisfied, for instance, if the one-sided condition

(4.9) u'bff,(x, u)DaukDßu' < 6aff(x, u)Dau'Dßuk

holds with some constant 6 < 1. In this case, Kx depends only on «, N, X, A, 6, M, p,

and G, as can be verified by inserting the test vector <¡> = t\2u into (4.4), where

i) g C»(B4p), 0 < i) < 1, ij s 1 on T72p, | vt)| < 1/p.

(b) Roughly speaking, Theorem 3 states that the (restricted) Liouville property

implies Holder continuity of those bounded weak solutions a of (4.1) whose

gradients satisfy a reverse Holder inequality (4.7). It should be noted that also the

partial regularity results for (4.1) due to Giaquinta and Giusti (cf. [4,5]) rest entirely

upon the estimate (4.7). This exhibits the connection between Liouville's property,

almost everywhere and everywhere regularity.
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(c) The assertion of Corollary 2 does not hold if (4.8) is replaced by the one-sided

condition

u'bff,(x, u)fä'ß < 0   for every £ g R"".

Under this weaker assumption, the blow-down argument due to Ivert [12] only

shows that it is impossible to obtain uniform bounds for the modulus of continuity

of solutions of (4.1),., while a discontinuous solution can, in general, not be

constructed by this method. Indeed, by Example 3.4 in [16], there exists a noncon-

stant, bounded entire C2-solution a of a system (4.1) with coefficients aff = 8aß8ik

and bffi(x, a) = 8ap8k¡di(x, a), where dt(x, u) are bounded continuous functions

satisfying the estimate u'd¡(x, a) < 0. Straightforward additional computations yield

that the functions d¡ may also be redefined in such a way that they do not depend

upon the variable x. Thus, one arrives at a system of the form (4.1)ïo for a. Since

Va g L2 n L2+c(Rn,RnN) for any e > 0, it follows, in particular, that the sequence

of solutions uR(x) = u(Rx) converges to a constant vector as R tends to infinity,

whence a discontinuous solution cannot be obtained from a by means of a

blow-down procedure. Moreover, the one-sided condition and the specific structure

of the coefficients aff imply that if à is any bounded weak solution of the system

considered above in some open domain fl c R", then all points of fl are Lebesgue

points of ü (cf. [10, Theorems 2.3 and 3.1]). Of course, this remark also shows the

impossibility of extending Theorem 4 to elliptic systems for which the A/-restricted

Liouville property does not hold.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let fl' c c fl be fixed and set R = \ dist(fl', 9fl). As in the

proof of Theorem 1 we shall demonstrate that for every 5 > 0 there exists a radius

p6 < min(7?, p0) (depending only on n, N, aff, bff, p, G, M, e, Kx, K2, p0, 7?, and

on 8 ) such that

(4.10) p2"(     \vu\2dx<8
JB„(x)

holds for any x g fl' and any p < ps. The assertion of Theorem 3 then follows from

the partial regularity results in [4,5], which are stated only for p = oo but which can

easily be extended also to the case p > n/2.

For simplicity of notations, let us write (4.1) in the form

-D(a(x, u)Du) = b(x, u)Du Du + g.

We prove (4.10) by contradiction, assuming that for some 8 > 0 there exist points

x„ g fl', radii p„ < min(R, p0), p„ -> 0 as v -> oo, functions g(v) g Lp(ü, R^) with

llS^llp.a < G> and bounded weak solutions a(">, ||a(")||00 ß < M, of

(4.11) -D(a(x,u(-))Du(-)) = b(x,u{',))Du{'') Du^-r-g{v)   in ß

satisfying the estimates (4.6) and (4.7) with a and g replaced by a(,,) and g{v),

respectively, such that

(4.12) p2-"(       |va(">|2 dx > 8 > 0   for alii'g {1,2,...}.
JB„J,xr)

Without loss of generality we can also assume that x„ -» x0 = 0 g fl' as v -» oo.
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Our proof is now organized as follows. In Step 1 it will be shown that a suitable

subsequence of the blown-up functions a„(x) = u{v)(xv + p„x) converges weakly in

77]+e1oc to a bounded entire weak solution u0, |a0| < M, of the system

(4.13) -D(a(0,uo)Duo)=f0,

the right-hand side/0 of which belongs to the class Lx+e/2Xoc(R", RN). The main part

of the proof consists in verifying that

(4.14) f0 = b(0,u0)Du0Du0.

This is done in Step 3, after we have established the remarkable result that the

weakly convergent subsequence of {a„} actually converges strongly in 77] loc (Step 2).

The improved convergence is used once more in Step 4 in order to derive the

estimate (4.5). By virtue of the (M, e)-restricted Liouville property we finally arrive

at a contradiction to our assumption (4.12).

Step 1. For |x| < 7c„ := min(T?, p0)p^1 set

(4 15)        uv{x) = u(*\xv + pvx), ap(x) = a(xy + p„x, a„(x)),

¿>„(x) = b{xv + pvx, u„(x)),   g„(x) = p2vg(v){xv + p„x).

By transforming (4.11) it is easily seen that a„ is a bounded weak solution of the

system

(4.16) -7J>(«,(x) Duv) = b,(x) DuvDuv + gv(x) = :/„

in BR = BR(0) and satisfies

(4.17) |«,|<M   inBR/

Let T? > 0 be fixed and vQ = v0(R) be determined in such a way that Rp ^ R for any

v > v0. In the following, suppose that v > v0. Since

11/<7        / \ !/<?

-f \Vuv\"dx)      = U        \vu^\«dx)
\JBR I \JBR^xv) j

and

/ \2/(2 + E) , U/p

U \g^f + e)/1dx\ ^U \g^\"dx\     ,

we infer by virtue of (4.7), (4.3) that

/ \l/(2+e)

U \vu,\2+'dx\

(4-18)     R    I I v- \
^K2IpA-f iva^l2^        + ypl-'/ipR-'/iPG1/2   ,

\      VBmrJix,) j j

where y is a constant depending only on « and/?. Finally, by combining (4.18) and

(4.6) (with a replaced by a'"'), one obtains the estimate

/ \l/(2+£) // \l/2 \

(4.19)    U |Va„|2+Eax ^ K2l\f  \vuv\2dx\     + yp\~^PR-"^PGl^\

< K2{KXR-1 + ypJ,"/2^-"/2^1/2}
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\JBR

for any v ^ v0(R)- Note that n/2p < 1, whence the right-hand side of (4.19) is

uniformly bounded. Together with (4.17) this yields uniform T7]+f-bounds for the

functions uv,v > v0, on BR. Thus, there exists a subsequence of {a„} (again denoted

by {u„ )) with the property that for any 7? > 0,

{u»)v>vam converges to some function a0 G 77]+e1oc(R", R")

(4.20) weakly in H\+t(BR, RN), strongly in L2(77R, R*), and point-

wise almost everywhere on BR.

Obviously,

(4.21) |K0I<M   onR"-

Moreover, we have

\ i/p i \ i//>

\"dx\     =pVn/p\(        \g(v)\"dx\     <rf-"/'G
/ VBRpJ,x„) j

for the inhomogeneous terms g„, v 3s v0(R), in (4.15), (4.16). Since/? > 1 + e/2 and

2 - n/p > 0, this implies, in particular, that

(4.22) { g„} v>„o(R) converges to zero strongly in L j + t/2 ( 77R, R* ).

Finally, the nonlinearities/„ in (4.16) are uniformly bounded in Lx+c/2(BR,RN) for

v > j>0(7?), on account of the boundedness of the coefficients bff¡. Hence one may

select a further subsequence such that for any 7? > 0,

uyi\        {fv}„>v0(R) converges weakly in Lx + e/2(BR,RN) to some

1 • V        function f0 g L1+£/21oc(R",R").

Now it is not difficult to show that a0 is a bounded entire weak solution of the

system (4.13). In fact, let R > 0 and <p g Cx(Br,Rn) be arbitrary, and set a0(x) =

a(0, a0(x)). By (4.16) we have

(4.24) 0=/  [a,(x) DuvD4> - f, ■ *} dx
BR

= (   {a0(x)DupD<t> -fa +[a,(x)-a0{x)] DupD<}>} dx
JBR

for v > v0. The boundedness and continuity of the coefficients aff and (4.20) imply

that |a„(x) - a0(*)l is uniformly bounded on BR and converges to zero pointwise

almost everywhere. Letting v tend to infinity, and taking (4.20), (4.23), and the

dominated convergence theorem into account, one arrives at

(4.25) ( {a0(x) Du0D<? - fQ<¡>] dx = 0.
jbr

Obviously, (4.25) also holds for any <f> g 77] (. n ¿^(77^, R^).

Step 2. We shall demonstrate that a„ converges to a0 strongly in 77] on every ball

BR. Fix R > 0 and choose tj g Cx(Br,R") satisfying 0 < t\ < 1, tj = 1 on BR/2.

Since the functions |/„| and |Va„| |V(m„tj)| are uniformly bounded in Lx + e/2(BR),

we infer by virtue of Holder's inequality that

(4.26)

lim   ( f„-(up- u0)-qdx =  lim   f  [ap(x) - aQ(x)] DupD(upr¡) dx = 0,
f->oc J BR i' —x •> BR
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where we have also used the uniform boundedness and the convergence properties of

|a„(x) - a0(x)| and |a„(x) - a0(x)|. Furthermore, Dßuk tends to Dßu^ weakly in

L2(BR), whence

(4.27)     lim  ( aff(0, u0)Dßukp uu,Dai, dx = ( aff(0, u0)Dßuk a0Z)aT, dx.
x->oo •'ßfl JBR

Now we take <i> = a0rj and $ = a„r) as test vectors in (4.25) and (4.24), respectively.

From (4.23), (4.26) it then follows that

(4.28)    ( a0(x) Du0D(u0i)) dx = ( f0 ■ u0t]dx = lim  ( f„ ■ a0rj dx
JBR JBR v^cc->BR

= lim  / fv-upt\dx= lim  / ap{x) DuvD(u„r\) dx
j>-*oo •>BR v^>x JßR

lim  /  a0(x)DupD(upr]) dx.
—* CC, J R _v->oc •> BR

By combining (4.28) and (4.27) one gets

(4.29) lim  /  a0(x)DupDupT)dx = I a0(x) Du0Du0t) dx
v -> oo J BR * BR

and, therefore,

(4.30) lim  f a0(x)[Du„ - Du0] [Dup - DuQ]t\dx = 0,
v -» oc JßR

using once more the fact that Va„ tends to Va0 weakly in L2 (BR, RnN). Finally, the

properties of tj and the ellipticity condition in (4.2) imply that

(4.31) lim  (    |Va„ - Va0|2Jx = 0,
»-oo Jbk/2

where 7? > 0 is arbitrary.

Step 3. From the strong convergence of V«, it now follows easily that the

function/0 in (4.23), (4.25) coincides with b(0, a0) Du0Du0. In fact, for any R > 0

we have

(4.32) ( \bp(x) Du„Dup - b(0,uo) Du0Du0\dx
BR

^f \{bp(x)-b(0,u0)}Du„Dup\dx
BR

+ ( \b(0,uo){Du,,Dup - Du0Du0]\dx.
JBR

As v -» oo, the first integral on the right-hand side of (4.32) tends to zero, because of

the boundedness and continuity of the coefficients bff and the uniform boundedness

of|Va„|2inL1+e/2(T7fi).

Moreover, (4.31) yields that the second integral approaches zero, whence by (4.22)

the sequence {f„}p>P(i(R) converges to b(0, u0) DuQ Du0 strongly in LX(BR,RN) for
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any R > 0. From (4.23) and (4.25) one thus obtains that a0 is a bounded entire weak

solution of the system

(4.33) -D(a(0, a0) Du0) = b(0, u0) Du0Du0.

Step 4. Finally, we let v tend to infinity in (4.19). Since the first integral is lower

semicontinuous with respect to weak convergence in H\+e(BR,RN) and since

jBi | v a„ |2 dx tends to fB   | V a012 dx, we arrive at

/ \l/(2 + e) / \ 1/2

(4.34) i |va0|2+eax < Tv2 f   |Va0|2i/x        ^KxK2R-\
\   BR j \   B2R j

By virtue of the (M, e)-restriced Liouville property, a0 is thus a constant vector,

whence

(4.35) p2"(       |va(")|2a'x= f    |v«r|2«fr->0   asr^oo.
JB„¿x,) JBl(0)

This contradicts our assumption (4.12), and (4.10) follows. Theorem 3 is completely

proved.

Proof of Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 1, the estimate (4.7)

holds for T74p(x) c fl, p < p0 = 1, with suitable constants Tv2, e > 0 depending on u

and g only via the quantities M and p. This can be seen from the proof of Theorem

2.3 in [4, p. 144]. Moreover, (4.8) implies that the one-sided condition (4.9) is

satisfied with 8 = 1/2. Taking Remark (a) into account and using the fact that the

system (4.1) has the M-restricted and hence also the (AT, e)-restricted Liouville

property in all points of fl, one can apply Theorem 3, and the assertion of Corollary

1 follows.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let a be a bounded entire weak solution of (4.1)Xo which is

not constant and satisfies

(4.36) |a| < M   on R",

/ \l/(2 + t) / Nl/2

(4.37) -f       |va|2+£a-x < yxU        |Va|2ax       < y,*"1
\JBR(x0) j \JB2R(x0) j

for R ^ R2. We may assume without loss of generality that x0 = 0. By a slight

modification of the calculations presented in [4, pp. 181-183], one concludes from

(4.37) that

(4.38) f \\7u\2 dx ̂  CU-^y + xU2'" f |Va|2ox)W |Va|2ax

for all p, 7? with 2R2 < p < R. Here, x(0 is a nonnegative function tending to zero

as t tends to zero.

The last estimate corresponds to (3.15) in the proof of Theorem 2, and a similar

reasoning as there yields that

(4.39) L:= liminfT?2-"/' |Va|2ax>0.
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Now consider the sequence

(4.40) up(x) = u(vx)       (r-1,2,...)

of entire solutions of (4.1)0 satisfying |a„| < M on R". By virtue of (4.36) and (4.37),

the T/]+e-norms of a„ are uniformly bounded on every ball BR, whence one can

select a subsequence of {a„} converging to some function a0 g T7]+eloc(R",RN)

pointwise almost everywhere and weakly in H2l+e(BR,RN) for any 7? > 0. As in

Steps 2 and 3 of the proof of Theorem 3 it follows that this subsequence converges

strongly in H2l(BR,RN) for every R > 0 and that a0 is a bounded entire weak

solution of (4.1)0 with ||m0IIoo,r" ^ M. Hence, (4.39) yields

(4.41) p2'" ( | Va0|2 dx > liminfp2-" ( | Va„|2 dx
JBp "-co JBp

= hminf(vpf~n( \vu\2dx> L>0
"-»oo Jbpp

for any p > 0.

In order to show that x0 = 0 is not a Lebesgue point of w0, we fix an arbitrary

p > 0 and apply (4.37) with R = vp,v > R2/p. Rewriting the estimate in terms of u„

and passing to the limit r -* oo, we infer that

/ \l/(2 + £) / \l/2

(4.42) U\vu0\2+edx\ <Yi\f \Vu0\2dx\     < y2p_1.

By Holder's inequality it may be assumed that e < 2.

Now choose T) g Cc°°(77p)insuchaway thatO < tj < l,r/ = 1 on5p/2, |Vt/| < 4/p.

Moreover, let a0p = fBu0 dx and take <i> = r/2(a0 - a0p) as test vector for (4.1)0.

This yields the estimate

(4.43) (   \VuQ\2dx*i-± ( \u0-ü0\2dx +c2( \u0-ü0\\vu0\2dx,
jbp/2 P2 JBp 'B,

where cx and c2 are constants independent of p. The last integral is estimated by

means of Holder's inequality together with (4.42). Since e < 2 and |a0 - S0 p| < 2M,

we thus obtain

(4.44)

Vu0\2dx < c3llj-\u0- ä0,p|2<& +f-\u0- ii0p\2dx\.

Combining (4.41) and (4.44) and letting p tend to zero, one finally arrives at

(4.45) liminf ( |a0 - «0o|2dx > 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

Proof of Corollary 2. As in the proof of Corollary 1 we conclude that a

satisfies the estimate (4.5) for any 7? > 0 with suitable constants e, y1( y2 > 0. The

assertion then follows from Theorem 4.

(irx
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Remarks, (i) The results of this section can be generalized to systems of the form

(4.1)' -Da(aff(x,u)Dßuk)=f(x,u,Vu)+gi(x)     (i = l,...,N),

(4.1);o    -Da{aff(x0,u0)Dßuk)=f(x0,u0,Vu0) (i = l,...,N),

where /= (fx,...,fN) is a continuous function on !î X R" x R"" satisfying the

conditions

|/(x, a, £)| < ¡x\£\2,   f(x, u, tf) = t2f(x, a, |)

for all (x, H,í)efixR"x R"N and any t > 0.

In order to carry over Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1, one may, for instance, use

the fact that

/(x„ + p„x,a„(x), Va„(x))

-/[*, + p,x, «,(*), x 7¡víÍx)l){1 + |VM'Wl}2'

and that a subsequence of {V«»}^, (S) converges to Vh0 pointwise almost

everywhere on T7Ä.

The remaining arguments are essentially the same as before.

(ii) By a modification of our method, one obtains similar connections between the

regularity in a neighborhood of the boundary of bounded solutions (resp. minima)

with prescribed smooth Dirichlet data and a "boundary Liouville property" con-

cerning bounded solutions (resp. minima) in the half-space R"+= {x g R": x" > 0}

whose boundary values on 3R"+ are constant. In this case, a partial regularity result

up to the boundary must be proved, and the blow-up and blow-down procedure is

then performed on half-balls instead of balls.

We note that a variant of this approach was used in [13] in order to establish a

boundary regularity theorem for the minima of a special class of variational integrals

(3.1). Furthermore, we should like to refer to a recent paper by Giaquinta, Necas,

John and Stará [9] treating boundary value problems and related boundary Liouville

properties for certain elliptic systems of a structure different from (4.1).
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